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Innovation in Pumping Technology

Stainless Steel Vertical and Horizontal multistage pumps for water supply, boosting, sprinkling, irrigation, high pressure wash, fire protection and water treatment (De-mineralisation, Filtering).

- Water supply
- Boosting
- Sprinkling
- Irrigation
- High pressure wash
- Fire protection
- Water treatment
- Boiler Feed

WILO Engineering Ltd., Enterprise Centre
Childers Road, Limerick, Ireland
Telephone: 061-41 09 63 Telex: 061-41 47 28
Dip Only A Blip!

While a cross-section of suppliers have confirmed that trading activity is down a couple of percentage points over the same period of last year, the indications are that this is but a minor hiccup in what promises to be a frenetic Summer.

There are half a dozen major projects set to come on stream in the coming months, while on the broader front the general level of construction activity will definitely continue unabated.

Indeed, suppliers in particular could well use the opportunity to take stock and attend to the essential house-keeping chores which, for all too many, have been neglected because they have simply been too busy.

Building Services Buyer Guide 2001

Pressline Ltd, the publishers of BSNews, are currently preparing the entry forms for the 2001 Edition of the Building Services Buyer Guide. These forms will be distributed to manufacturers, agents and distributors early next month.

Subscribers to BSNews will automatically receive their own personal copy of the Guide. Orders for additional copies are now being taken.

Contact: Edel Burke @ Tel: 01 - 288 5001; Fax: 01 - 299 6966; email: edel@pressline.ie
Bord Gais ‘Review Panel’ Report

Bord Gais has just published the first Annual Report of the Installer Review Panel. The formation of the Panel dates back to 1988 when it was decided to include installer representation in the operation of PD4, following complaints a number of years earlier at the lack of installer participation when Installation Standard IS 813, Domestic Gas Installations, was published.

The first tentative steps towards the formation of the Panel occurred in July 1998 when a new Advisory Group was formed in Cork. This was shortly followed by the Midlands Advisory Group, serving Limerick, Clonmel, Waterford and Kilkenny, and finally, in March 1999, the Dublin area got its own Group.

Contact: Eamon McGlade, Bord Gais. Tel: 01 - 602 1367; Fax: 01 - 602 1135; email: emcgguide@bge.ie

AC2000 and Tech Refrigeration Acquire New Premises

Despite rumours to the contrary, AC2000 and Tech Refrigeration continue to trade successfully.

In fact, as we went to press the two sister companies were in the process of moving out of temporary premises into their newly-acquired, jointly-owned, office/warehouse/workshop complex located at Unit 9, Northwest Centre, Northwest Business Park, Dublin 15.

BSNews will have full details in our next issue.

Contact: Jim Weldon/Vincent Weldon.
Tel: 01 - 820 8544; Fax: 01 - 820 8547.

Grafton Acquires Essex Heating

Grafton Group plc has acquired the entire share capital of Essex Heating Supplies Ltd, a regional plumbers merchant based in East Anglia. The purchase consideration of Stg£13.1 million is being satisfied by the payment of Stg£7.7 million in cash, funded from the Group’s existing resources, and the issue of Stg£5.4 million in loan notes.

Essex trades from 19 branches located principally in Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire. Turnover for the year ended 25 December 1999 was Stg£36 million on which profit before tax of Stg£2.03 million was reported. The acquisition is expected to be earnings enhancing in the current year.

Surge in New Entrants for Octabuild

Judging for the Year 2000 Octabuild Builders Merchant of the Year awards is now underway and will be concluded early in June. Over 100 merchants are being visited. New awards have been introduced this year based on quality, standards and size.

“The very pleasing aspect of this year’s awards is the high level of new entrants. Over 10% of the merchants being visited are first time entrants”, said Tom O’Callaghan, Chairman of Octabuild.

Each builders merchant is judged on Customer Service, Merchandising, Housekeeping, Health & Safety and Management.

The presentation of the awards will take place in Croke Park on 22 June 2000 with Micheal Ó Muircheartaigh as master of ceremonies.

Judging for the Octobuild Builders Merchant of the Year Awards is conducted independently of Octobuild. Every builders merchant who submits an entry to the Awards is visited and rated under 29 different criteria. A second panel of judges then visits the highest-scoring merchants to select the national winner. The Irish Home Builders Association and the Irish Hardware Association are represented on the judging panel.

ACE2000 and Tech Refrigeration Acquire New Premises

Despite rumours to the contrary, AC2000 and Tech Refrigeration continue to trade successfullly.

In fact, as we went to press the two sister companies were in the process of moving out of temporary premises into their newly-acquired, jointly-owned, office/warehouse/workshop complex located at Unit 9, Northwest Centre, Northwest Business Park, Dublin 15.

BSNews will have full details in our next issue.

Contact: Jim Weldon/Vincent Weldon.
Tel: 01 - 820 8544; Fax: 01 - 820 8547.
Wilo Glandless Pumps, Now with Integrated Isolating Valves

Wilo has launched its new innovative TOP-SV and TOP-EV ranges of glandless pumps, the first and only heating pump series with fully integrated isolating valves in the pump body. These pumps, from DN25 to DN65, can reduce the overall space required by up to 50%, compared to installations with separate isolating valves.

This space-saving makes the TOP-V ranges an ideal choice for projects where plant space is at a premium, a factor becoming more and more prevalent in today’s installations. This unique feature has a significant economic saving too, not only from the fact that standard isolating valves, mating flanges, gaskets and bolts are dispensed with, but there is also the saving in installation time and man-hours to be considered.

The proven isolating concept utilises a butterfly flap valve on flanged pump models and ball valves on screwed connection models. The valves are easily accessible as they are positioned on the side of the pump housing, and require only a standard spanner to operate. There is an indicator on each valve head, to show the valve position.

The TOP-SV range has three speed motors, and is similar in hydraulic performance to the current TOP-S pumps. The TOP-EV range features the electronically-controlled variable speed motors used on the successful TOP-E range.

This concept brings about a new era in pump exchange. The pump housing, with its integral valves, remains installed, and becomes part of the pipe system. It will now only be necessary to exchange the motor module when the pump reaches the end of its running life. This much simpler approach is due to the modular concept that now embraces the complete Wilo TOP ranges. The connecting interface between the TOP motor module and the pump body is guaranteed to remain standard beyond the life of the pump.

Contact: Wilo Engineering.
Tel: 061 - 410963;
Fax: 061 - 414728;
email: sales@wilo.ie
Website: www.wilo.com

Looking for an excellent career opportunity within the HVAC Industry? Talk to RVR.

RVR are the leading manufacturer and distributor of Gas Heating Appliances and Air Handling Units in Ireland. We are looking for an energetic Sales Representative to join our Gas Appliance Division.

Based in Dublin, with a good knowledge of the industrial and commercial heating market, the right person can look forward to a remuneration package inclusive of a good basic salary, an excellent performance bonus and a company car.

Contact Brian Mulhare now in confidence to arrange an interview.

RVR Ltd, Kenmare, Co Kerry.
Freephone: 1800 225677;
Tel: 064 - 41344;
Fax: 064 - 41511;
GSM: 087 - 2416053;
email: bmulhare@rvr.ie
"Fresh Breeze" from Mitsubishi Electric

The demand for better indoor air quality continues to grow, placing further pressure on employers, restaurant and bar owners, and businesses in general, to ensure their environmental control systems offer a supply of fresh air to any heating or cooling system. In answer to those demands Mitsubishi Electric has developed two new fresh air systems which can be incorporated into the company's City Multi VRF air conditioning products. The GUF-50RD and GUFlOORD fresh air units can be used with any of the extensive range of City Multi indoor units and provide dust removal, humidification, and heat recovery. This makes either of the units exceptionally cost-effective when the air conditioning is being used in dual heating and cooling mode.

The fresh air systems use Mitsubishi Electric's unique Lossnay heat recovery element which is designed to exhaust stale air, while simultaneously bringing in an equal amount of fresh air. The specially-designed Lossnay core rescues heating or cooling energy from outbound air, transferring it to the fresh incoming air.

By removing stale, indoor air, the units provide balanced ventilation, stabilise humidity, and reduce airborne toxins and viruses that can threaten health. The air is passed through a non-woven fabric filter to remove dust and smoke.

Contact: Michael Sheehan, Mitsubishi Electric. Tel: 01 - 450 5007; Fax: 01 - 460 2069; email: michael.sheehan@meuk.me.com

Expo Exhibitions Acquire John Palmer Exhibitions

Expo Exhibitions Ltd has become Ireland's largest exhibition organiser following its acquisition of John Palmer Exhibitions Ltd. It is anticipated that the acquisition, which was announced earlier this month will bring Expo Group turnover to over £3.5 million. Expo will retain all existing staff at John Palmer Exhibitions.

The John Palmer Group was founded in 1974 and owns three existing business titles - The Brighter Homes Exhibition, The Autumn Gift Fair, and the Spring Gift Fair. Expo Exhibitions organises three of the country's largest trade fairs - namely Showcase Ireland, Plan Expo and Catex - along with seven other titles.

Garret Buckley, Sales and Marketing Director of Expo Exhibitions says: "The acquisition of this major player in the exhibition market represents a significant step in the development of Expo Exhibitions. We have experienced rapid growth in recent years, not just in our specialist areas of trade exhibitions, but also as a result of extending the company's interests into conference and event management.

"The acquisition of the John Palmer Group provides Expo Exhibitions with many strategic opportunities. It is our firm belief that the three titles most closely associated with the company - the Brighter Homes Exhibitions, The Autumn Gift Fair and the Spring Gift Fair - have the potential to grow and become significant international exhibitions under the Expo Exhibitions flag.

"The Brighter Homes Exhibition in particular will benefit from Expo's close links to the building and interiors sectors developed through the Plan Expo Exhibition. We have exciting plans to re-launch the exhibition in order to capitalise on consumer interest in this sector, and to address the need for a quality national homes/DIY show. We can also announce the appointment of Mr Duncan Stewart, the RTE personality and presenter of many DIY and interior design programmes, as Creative Director of the Brighter Homes Exhibition."

Alan Murphy, Expo Operations and Finance Director said: "Expo Exhibitions has developed a reputation for high-quality and professional services in the exhibition, conference and event management sectors. Our greatest asset is our committed and experienced workforce who have made the company such a success. Expo's 15 years of experience in the industry will be enhanced by the addition of staff from the John Palmer Group, including existing Sales Manager Barbara Webb. We look forward to the continued growth of the company into the future"
Fitzwilliam House, 11 Fitzwilliam Quay, Ringsend, Dublin 4
Tel: 01 - 667 1077; Fax: 01 - 667 1055; sales@ventac.ie  www.ventac.com
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Envireneering Portable Air Conditioning

Envireneering Ltd specialises in the manufacture, hire and sale of portable air-conditioning equipment to industrial and commercial clients throughout Ireland. Many of its customers are blue-chip companies who use the products to control the environment for personnel; manufacturing processes; computer equipment; telecommunications equipment; radio broadcast and TV studios; hospitality areas; secure cash and data-handling units; and shops, offices, etc.

The versatility and reliability of the units, along with the high level of service provided, are the key ingredients in the company's business strategy. Every effort is made to ensure that existing clients use its services in the most effective manner. All staff are trained to help clients identify the correct unit to provide the level of comfort they require, at a reasonable cost, and for the appropriate length of time. With almost all of the portable products and services, same or next-day service is available.

Envireneering Ltd also advises on, and installs, a full range of fixed air-conditioning systems, suitable for either single offices or multi-storey buildings.

Committed to providing the complete air-conditioning package, it is the company's objective to find the appropriate solution and ultimately help create the desired environment.

Contact: Seamus Flynn, Envireneering Ltd.
Tel: 043 - 471977;
Fax: 043 - 47844.

Cleaner Air for Dublin Pubs

Traditional Hospitality, a programme developed by the International Hotel & Restaurant Association which enables pub and bar owners to improve the air quality in their premises through improved ventilation, was launched by the Licensed Vintners Association at its AGM at the Conrad Hotel in Dublin recently.

Why Ireland? In September 1999 the LVA carried out a survey into the issues surrounding air quality and its effects on the business of its members. 48% of pub owners responded that they had had customer complaints about tobacco, yet only 25% of pub owners reported a desire for separate smoking and non-smoking sections in food serving areas. The solution proposed was improved ventilation throughout the pub or bar.

Speaking at the AGM, LVA Chairman Eddie Byrne explained: "The Traditional Hospitality programme offers LVA members a real solution to the growing industry concerns surrounding air quality in our pubs. All premises have installed ventilation systems but they may be inadequate for the purpose, poorly maintained, or rely on busy bar staff to remember to operate them. Innovations such as the air quality sensor and the methodical approach of the Traditional Hospitality programme will enable us to avoid these problems and meet our customers' demand for cleaner air".

Traditional Hospitality's objective is to accommodate smokers and non-smokers in bars and pubs where physically-separated smoking and non-smoking areas are neither practicable nor desirable. It consists of a technical appraisal by a ventilation professional who provides recommendations, where appropriate, for improvements in location, capacity, control and maintenance of ventilation equipment. Once such improvements have been made, a second ventilation check is undertaken and the pub or bar then becomes a Traditional Hospitality accredited outlet.

The programme currently operates in several countries including Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain and Ireland.

NatMaint 2000 Moved to October!

NatMaint 2000, the National Maintenance and Facility Management Exhibition, has moved to 17/18 October 2000. It will be held in the RDS Shelbourne Hall alongside the Health & Safety at Work Exhibition, which takes place in the adjoining hall, Enquip - the Engineering and Industrial Equipment Exhibition - also takes place on the same dates. The combined events are expected to attract up to 10,000 high-quality industrial and business visitors to the RDS.

Exhibitors will include a range of equipment, IT and system suppliers, together with many of the increasingly important service providers within the industry.

Contact: Helen Clarke, SDL Exhibitions.
Tel: 01 - 405 5551; email: helen@sdlexpo.com
Website: www.natmaint.ie

Worcester Bosch

Area Sales Manager

Derek Duff has been appointed Area Sales Manager, Worcester Bosch, for both gas and oil boilers in the Republic of Ireland. He can be contacted at: Tel: 045 - 864915;
Mobile: 086 - 8146644;
email: derek.duff@uk.bosch.com

Ecos 1 portable air conditioner from Envireneering.
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Sauter – Bursting with Control Ideas

Modern buildings have a complex inner life involving a wide variety of plant and equipment, all requiring energy.

Assuming that a building — be it a company headquarters, hotel, hospital or the like — has to be run on a commercially-viable basis, ongoing operating costs have to be kept as low as possible.

Sauter building management systems continuously monitor parameters such as temperature, humidity, pressure, C02 levels, etc. Information is processed and actions are taken automatically to ensure the most efficient use of energy.

Optimum control ensures a healthy and stable environment with minimum energy consumption.

Sauter building management systems are just as suitable for small buildings as for large ones, such as hospitals and hotels. Sauter also develops complete packages for the automatic control of district heating systems, housing estates and entire urban districts.

The product range includes pressure controllers, thermostats, humidity sensors, valves and actuators ... in short, everything that is needed.

Contact: Trevor Casey, EPH Controls. Tel: 021 - 434 6238; Fax: 021 - 434 1271; email: eph@indigo.ie
Website: sauter.controls.com

Phex A ‘Hugh Success’

The PH EX Ireland exhibition – held during April – proved a major success for exhibitors and visitors alike. Organiser Sue Twamley stated: “The reaction from all exhibitors, at both Belfast and Dublin, was very enthusiastic and has again proved the successful format of the regional PH EX domestic plumbing and heating exhibition series”.

In addition to visitors being able to attend during the day or in the evening, they were invited to participate in the roulette evening, which proved very popular. The winners were John McIlwaine of Plumb Centre in Belfast (winning £2.16 million); and Pauline McEvoy of Seamus McEvoy Plumbing & Heating, Dublin (winning £668,000).

The LOP held its annual apprenticeship awards at the Dublin show and were delighted with the extra value of taking the awards to the exhibition. John Smart, President of the LOP in Ireland, commented: “We have been presenting these awards for some time now but the decision to link this year’s awards with PHEX Ireland has been an undoubted success with our members”.

The value of PHEX is clearly to be determined by the exhibitors reaction to this year’s exhibition series ... all are positive about returning for next year’s events.

PHEX UK 2000

The two PH EX domestic plumbing and heating exhibitions for this year will be held in Manchester at Old Trafford, home of Manchester United FC, on 4/5 October; and Stamford Bridge, home of Chelsea FC, on 1/2 November.

Both venues are virtually sold out in respect of stand space but further information regarding the exhibitions, and how installers can use the free merchant coach facilities, will appear in subsequent issues of BS News along with further information on both shows.

Contact: Sue Twamley, PHEX. Tel: 0044 181 680 4200.
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Our delivery methods can be a little extreme

Thermal’s 20 years of experience producing heat exchangers is the solid basis for supplying Air Cooled Condensers and Dry Air-Liquid Coolers to meet any customer requirement. Where space is at a premium we offer a series of V-shaped condensers and dry coolers with a capacity up to 1650 kW.
CompAir Rotary Vane Compressors

CompAir Hydrovane’s new 5.5 and 7.5kW air compressors have been designed to provide the best solution for applications requiring high-quality compressed air with total reliability.

The units are available in open ‘Classic’ and enclosed ‘Airlogic’ versions. Pressure options of 7 bar and 10 bar are available, with air flows ranging from 14.9 l/s (31.5 cfm) to 20.5 l/s (43.3 cfm) at 7 bar with noise levels as low as 67dBA.

The key to the versatility of the design is the unique base frame. Both models have been designed utilising the same base frame, enabling the addition of four clip-on panels to convert the open “Classic” into an enclosed “AirLogic”. The enclosure panels require no tools for assembly but simply clip together quickly and easily.

A centrifugal fan has been incorporated into the new design, which has improved the cooling, offering a maximum ambient capability of 45°C and reducing the air delivery temperature down to only 5°C above ambient.

Ease of servicing is a hallmark of the CompAir Hydrovane range. All compressor panels are easily removed to provide all around access, ensuring minimum compressor downtime during routine servicing.

Contact: Finbar Keenaghan, Hanley Air Systems. Tel: 01 - 822 4822; Fax: 01 - 822 4833; email: finbar@dublin.hancon.ie

Wavin Cup for Clare Apprentice

Graham Touhy, a 4th-year apprentice from Killaloe, Co Clare, is the National Apprentice Plumber of the Year and winner of the Wavin Cup for the year 2000. Graham is employed by PJ Daly, Killaloe, and is a student of the CIT Cork.

His win puts him in contention for the Irish team which will take part in the 36th World Skills Competition to be held in Seoul, Korea in September 2001.

Graham (21) received the Wavin Cup at the Aer Rianta/Department of Education and Science National Apprentice Competitions held in Dublin recently.

Environmental Technology 2000

ET2000 is the focal point for the first UK Environment Week, which runs from 5 - 11 June 2000. With over 230 companies exhibiting, ET offers the best opportunity to see the latest developments in environmental products and services this year.

Pre-register by visiting 222.et-expo.co.uk. You will then be sent your ET visitor badge, which will ensure quick and easy access to the show, and your copy of the ET newsletter, outlining the products and features on display.
Design Air Ltd — air conditioning specialists — have been appointed by York ACR as exclusive distributors of York’s unitary air conditioning range in the Leinster region.

With this new agreement York International will continue its policy of providing cost-effective air conditioning products at very competitive prices.

Design Air will provide York products with the added value of design assistance, installation if required, and after-sales support. A unique feature from Design Air will be the availability of a “switch-on service” on all unitary products.

“We already have an established presence in the specialist underfloor market segment”, says Design Air’s Donal Keane, “and this new appointment broadens our portfolio so that we can provide a more comprehensive, all-embracing, service right across the entire air conditioning industry”.

The extent of the York unitary range is vast, catering for all market requirements and applications. Brief details of the primary product groupings are as follows:

- Duct work configuration side or down flow
- Models for cooling only, heat pump and gas heating
- Group control + BMS compatibility
- LED fault diagnosis
- Indoor air quality control

Edpac water-cooled and air-cooled close control modular range

Air-cooled chillers and condensing units 5kW to 150kW

Accessories
- Dual input economiser
- Power exhaust
- Fixed roof curb
- Adjustable roof curb
- LPHW coil with controls
- Electric heaters

Close Control Units

Packaged Rooftop Units 7kW to 94kW

York International will continue its policy of providing cost-effective air conditioning products at very competitive prices.
Commercial Split Systems
2kW to 72kW

- Split condensing unit (propeller type fan) or (centrifugal fan)
- Cooling only
  axial and centrifugal fans
  ductable indoor units
- Heat pump
  axial and centrifugal fans
  ductable indoor units
- Two independent refrigeration circuits from size 150 upwards
- Thermostat supplied as standard equipment
The origins of Alldays Peacock & Co., ventilation specialists, goes back to the year 1625 when a family of Midlands-based craftsmen in the UK began the manufacture of bellows in a shed. Over the centuries there have been many developments, inventions, innovative developments, and indeed traumas.

The company has always remained in the air movement sector but, at various times over the years, branched out into other industries, including motor car design and production. Nonetheless, the company of today is dedicated solely to the ventilation sector, the modern-day Alldays Peacock having its origins in the

acquisition of the company by the Spire Group in the early 1980s.

Over the last decade in particular the company's design and manufacture output has expanded considerably. Alldays Peacock's strength in centrifugal fans was complemented in 1993 by the purchase of Matthews & Yates, who are especially strong in axial-flow fans.

In tandem the two companies now offer a broad range of high-quality products supported by an expertise that is the fruit of almost four centuries of manufacturing experience in the same industry sector.

Key features common across the entire range are as follows:-

Casing - The casing is manufactured from fully-welded steel plate, heavily stiffened to ensure maximum rigidity. The inlet cone is a fabricated item, designed to ensure a smooth flow of air into the impeller. The cone is secured to the casing by setpins to facilitate easy access to the impeller. Inlets can be guarded spigot or flanged to suit requirements.

Impeller - The impeller, having blades of the backward curve type, is a fully-welded, high-quality, mild steel unit, balanced to ISO 6.3 Standard.

Alternative materials can be used for temperatures above 350°C and hazardous gases.

Shaft - The shaft is manufactured from EN8 material fully machined, designed to have at least 50% in excess of the maximum running speed of the fan.

The impeller is secured to the shaft by a fitted gib head key as standard, but alternatives are available.

Bearings - Plummer block bearings are fitted as standard and are selected to suit the most arduous of conditions. Ball and roller bearings are incorporated which are grease lubricated.

The bearing assembly is supported on a substantial mild steel pedestal. Allowances can be made in this pedestal for the addition of a cooling impeller which is fitted to fans running at 150°C and over.

Cartridge bearing units are supplied for arduous duty fans.

Finish - All fans are painted with a standard grey primer both internally and externally, with a top coat externally for fans up to 700mm diameter of hammer blue.

Special paint systems can be applied at an extra cost.

Testing - All fans are given a mechanical running test prior to despatch. Any witnessed running or performance test can be carried out at an extra cost.

Contact: Ciaron King, Ventac & Co Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 667 1077;
Fax: 01 - 667 1055;
Email: ctking@ventac.ie
Website: www.ventac.ie

Alldays Peacock fume removal fan with 80mm pressure case and titanium impeller for 70° SWL

Alldays Peacock high pressure blower with 6KVA motor for Korea
SANYO Multi System Air Conditioners "Super ECO MULTI"

Environmentally-friendly HFC R407C available.
Core MultiVRF – Comfort of the Future

The new Carrier MultiVRF system from Core Air Conditioning is designed for installation in zones which may be expected to share a common demand for either heating or cooling.

Each refrigerant circuit will control the flow to meet demand of the indoor unit.

An indoor unit may be connected up to 100m from the outdoor unit and up to 30m from its gas flow distributor. A vertical distance of 50m (outdoor above) or 20m (outdoor below) may be designed into the system.

The indoor units may be controlled as follows:—
- by infrared controller or wired room controller providing individual control;
- in groups, using room or group controllers;
- in zones, via the gas flow distributors and zone manager.

The outdoor unit is responsible for supplying sufficient refrigerant flow (R22) to meet the demands of the indoor units, via the gas flow distributors. The output is variable between 4% and 100% and is achieved by using variable-speed and fixed-speed compressors in conjunction with speed-controlled outdoor fan motors.

The gas flow distributor provides the proportional refrigerant flow to each indoor unit independently, in accordance with the signals from each indoor unit, by varying the position of a pulse modulating valve.

The position of the valve is determined by two primary factors:—
- the level of demand from an associated indoor unit, which increases as the variation between set point and return air temperature increases;
- the capacity code setting which is set for each indoor unit in the gas flow distributor.

Any style of indoor unit may be used in any combination, providing the maximum unit capacity code of the outdoor unit is not exceeded. The indoor units may be selected to suit the application and are available from the following ranges, Aran, Alpine, Sierra and Vail.

The total duty of the indoor units may exceed the outdoor unit capacity by 135% if using a single gas flow distributor, and by 180% if two are installed.

Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 294 3110;
Fax: 01 - 294 3115;
email: coreac@iol.ie
Website: ireland@iol.ie/coreac

Profitable Final Accounts

Details of the forthcoming CCG (Ireland) summer seminar are as follows:
- Subject: “Profitable Final Accounts”
- Date: Thursday, 15 June 2000
- Time: 5pm to 9.30pm (light buffet included)
- Venue: Institution of Engineers of Ireland
- Contact: Lisa Barry.
- Tel: 01 - 676 6744.

Mitsubishi Trium

Mitsubishi Electric Ireland has appointed John O’Brien as National Sales Manager for Mitsubishi Trium mobile phones. A graduate of the College of Marketing and Design, John has previously worked as National Account Manager for NEC mobile phones in Ireland and brings with him a wealth of knowledge on the Irish mobile communications industry.
April 21st saw the trial run of what is likely to become an annual event ... The Rink Good Friday Golf Day.

This year's tournament was held at the Tulfarris Golf Club in Blessington Lakes, Co Wicklow, where the turnout was impressive with over 60 people on the links, despite the uncertain weather.

The programme for the day included a number of innovative ideas designed to promote Rink Air Conditioning, Rink's new range of rooftop heat pumps, and of course Hitachi who kindly co-sponsored the event.

The prizes were exceptional, headlined by new Mercedes cars and holidays in the Bahamas for anyone who got a hole-in-one on one of the designated holes.

Unfortunately no one managed this, much to the disappointment of Brian McDonagh, Rink Air Conditioning's Managing Director, who had the prizes covered by insurance just in case!

All the other prizes, including combination TV/VCRs, televisions, stereo systems, golf umbrellas, T-shirts and numerous bottles of wine, were won. Details of the winners are as follows:-

- First Prize – Paddy Horgan;
- Second Prize – Donal Cronan;
- Third Prize – Don Spollen;
- Longest Drive – Ray McCarthy;
- Additional prizes – including £200 cash for nearest the pin (kindly sponsored by Kenny Quealy accountants) and runners-up prizes – went to Colin Murphy and Tom Glyn respectively.

Steve Edwards thanked all those who participated, especially the co-sponsors Hitachi, Temec, Eugene Phillips, and MechElec, who made the day such a success.

The event concluded with a sumptuous dinner and a lot of conviviality, virtually everyone going home with a momento of the day. The consensus of opinion was that this must become an annual event.

Contact: www.betterairconditioning.com
www.progolfevents.com
Noise Control Products For Industrial & OEM Applications

**Sound Seal™ Europe**

Noise Control Research Laboratories Ltd
11 Fitzwilliam Quay, Ringsend, Dublin 4, Ireland

Tel: 353-1-6671077, Fax: 353-1-6671055
Web: www.ncrl.net E-mail: cking@ventac.ie

**SOUND SEAL™ Europe** wholly-owned subsidiary of Ventac & Co Ltd

---

**Sound Absorption/Noise Barrier Acoustical Curtain Systems** are designed and tough enough to handle the harshest industrial environment. STC ratings up to 33 offering significant noise reduction while allowing for complete accessibility, as well as visibility and ventilation. Easy installation on floor mounted, suspended, and wall mounted frames.

**Quilted Fiberglass and Barrier Composites** are used in OEM applications to control noise in engine compartments and transmission tunnels. Also suitable for industrial applications, these absorber/barrier combinations are available in panels, rolls or custom configurations and are imperative to harsh environments.

**Quilted Fiberglass Absorbers** are fire safe, high performance, acoustic blankets used in OEM, in plant and architectural applications. Constructed for superior mechanical strength, they are unaffected by moisture, humidity, dust, dirt, oils and most chemicals. NRC to 1.05, flammability class 1. In-house die cutting and custom fabrication satisfies any design requirement.

**Barriers - Flexible noise barriers** are tough, high-temperature fused loaded vinyl with nonmetal filters and/or reinforced with high strength fabric. Perfect for applications requiring performance under moderate or severe temperature conditions. USAF acceptable, transparent noise barriers, high temperature and specialty barriers are available, including a Class 1 Flammability rated barrier.

**Sound Seal Acoustical Products** offer maximum noise reduction for minimum dollars. Curtain Panels and composite materials are Class 1 Flammability rated with STC rating up to 33 and NRC rating to 1.05.

---
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Following the official opening of its wholly-owned Irish office earlier this year, Trane has now entered into an agreement with Air Conditioning Technology Ltd making ACT the company’s first and only Trane unitary dealer in Ireland covering the 26 counties.

This is a significant development for both companies. ACT now has access to a vast range of unitary market-leading products, while Trane is secure in the knowledge that its unitary portfolio is being sold and distributed by highly-qualified and experienced personnel.

Given this background, it’s hardly surprising that ACT should form a business partnership with Trane. The Trane Company has had a presence in Ireland for over 30 years, mainly through a franchise agreement. However, the business of that operation has now been subsumed into a wholly-owned company called Trane Ireland whose Managing Director is Aidan Flannery. Aidan’s aim is to make Trane market leader in Ireland for the supply and service of HVAC equipment and associated services and he aims to do that by a combination of supply routes, most notably that of ACT for unitary products.

In the world of air conditioning the historic origins of Trane gives it almost legendary status, the founding of the company going back as far as 1885. Over the years Trane has introduced a series of industry “firsts” comprising innovative developments which have become generic standards emulated by many others. Trane’s portfolio represents the most advanced air conditioning technologies which offer high-performance systems to meet any requirement, be it air conditioning, cooling, heating, ventilation, controls, and associated services.

The range is extensive and all-embracing, details of the Trane Unitary range now available from ACT being as outlined overleaf.
**Aircooled Split Systems**

Trane offer a very large and diverse range of Aircooled DX systems starting with capacities from a 2kW wall mounted heatpump to a 228kW DX condensing unit. All DX systems can be matched to a Trane indoor unit in various site configurations. It is possible to have vertical upflow or downflow airflow and horizontal units. Accessories such as plenums, electric heaters and LPHW coils are field or factory mounted as required. Alternatively, the DX condensing units can be matched to custom-built air handling units.

**Close Control Systems**

Trane's close control systems come in aircooled, watercooled and chilled water versions. The configuration of the systems can be upflow or downflow depending on site requirements. All systems have microprocessor drive control systems and are suitable for BMS interface. Product capacity ranges are from 5kw to 128kw.

---

**Trane Protects & Comforts The World**

All over the world and in every corner of Europe, people take comfort from Trane, be it in hospitals, airports, museums, administrative offices, supermarkets, restaurants, all manner of public-usage buildings, and even in homes. In fact, every five minutes — day and night — a Trane system is installed somewhere in the world.

Trane provides comfort on every scale with a multitude of installations such as the Statue of Liberty, the Ariane launch pad at the European Space Centre in Kourou, and Europe's largest commercial and residential complex in Berlin (697,500 sq m) demonstrating the scope and extent of the vast range.

Trane is one of those companies for which every effort to protect the environment is, in itself, a noble cause. As environmental comfort system manufacturers indoor air quality, refrigerants and energy efficiencies are a major concern.

Trane has been a leader in research programmes and the development of new products to protect the environment, and it works closely with customers to find new alternatives that combine efficiency with environmental acceptability.
Using water as the heat carrying medium has many advantages for the user, not least the protection of the environment. As legislation on the use of CFC’s in systems becomes more stringent the use of water based systems becomes more obvious as a solution to air conditioning problems. Trane’s sophisticated range of equipment which will be ecologically sound and also efficient. The Trane Aqua Stream systems ranging in capacity from 5.5kW to 60kW have an integrated hydraulic module which provides all the components required to connect a chiller to the pipe system (pump, buffer tank, expansion vessel and valve assembly). To complete the system Trane have a range of chilled water 2 and 4 pipe fancoils in wall, console, underceiling, ducted and cassette configurations ranging from 1.0kW to 15kW. Accessories such as plenums, valve kits and controllers are available.

The larger aircooled and water cooled chillers range in size from 50kW to 200kW and use the Trane 3-D scroll compressor.

Rooftop Systems

Trane rooftop units are a benchmark for these increasingly popular systems which can provide a full “all air” air conditioning system giving ventilation heating and cooling without any refrigerant piping and more importantly less refrigerant gas. Perhaps most importantly Trane rooftops are in the majority of cases a much more competitive option to other constant volume and variable volume systems. In tandem with Trane’s varitrac variable air volume system we can offer a multi zone control system giving fresh air as an integral part of the system thus making it more competitive than conventional VRF systems. The product range is from 9kW to 145kW in cool only, heatpump and indirect gas fired versions. The gas product is CE certified for use with natural, butane and propane gases.
You Can Feel The Difference.
CONDENSERS FROM FIN COIL MANUFACTURER

Irish Condenser Manufacturer Aims High

Following the introductory launch of a new series of Irish-made condensers and dry liquid coolers onto the market approximately eight months ago, Drogheda-based Thermal Heat Exchangers has already gained significant market share and is now poised to commence a major offensive aimed at securing market dominance.

Reinforcing that determination — apart from the quality and value of the product range itself — is the appointment of two new senior personnel, namely Peter McNally, Customer Services Manager and Stephen Rock, Sales Executive, Airside Products.

While Thermal has been producing condensers for only eight months, it has been manufacturing and selling fin coil heat exchangers in Ireland for 20 years at its Drogheda-based plant which currently employs 200 people. Market-leading customers include Airedale, IMI Air Conditioning, Weatherite, Thermo King and York.

By focussing on customers' needs Thermal has set itself three primary goals for the next 12 months — to become a major player in the Irish condenser market; to deliver a high-quality product with good lead times; and to offer customers "excellent price value".

The ISO9001 accredited company has strong credentials in the certification field, being among the first to become involved with Eurovent's product capacity scheme. Its AV/H5 range is Eurovent certified, and other ranges will be added in a rolling programme over the next six to eight months.

There is a Windows-based selection package available, enabling specifiers to pin-point products, prices, and accessories for a particular installation.

Thermal is also investing in new manufacturing and finishing technology at its Irish plant. The most recent development is the installation of a new state-of-the-art powder paint facility, which is claimed to provide the "highest weather-resistant finish on the market today". Thermal also offers a standard fork-lift support for ease of handling, and an option of pre-wiring the units to the customers' needs.

Contact: Stephen Rock, Thermal Heat Exchangers. Tel: 041 - 9831051.

Pictured L-R: Stephen Rock, Sales Executive, Airside Products and Peter McNally, Customer Services Manager

High performance, small footprint, V-shape condenser from Thermal Heat Exchangers
A new standard - IS 820 "Non-Domestic Gas Installations" was recently approved by the NSAI and launched at a ceremony at which the Minister of State at the Department of Public Enterprise, Joe Jacob, TD, officiated.

Gas Technical Standards Committee TC2 prepared the new standard and, although some of the content was previously covered by a Code of Practice, the technical committee embarked on the project to form an entirely new Standard for a number of reasons. These included:

- ICP 4 and SR 12, which preceded it, were outdated and the former relied heavily on reference texts from the UK, which are no longer in print;
- In 1999 the first EU standard for gas installations to buildings IS EN 1775, was published and as it was a functional document adopted by all member states there was a need to elaborate on the European norm for Irish Industry;
- Requirements for LPG installations were not included in either of the above, yet in this particular industry sector LPG is a frequently-installed fuel.

New also is the layout and presentation, following as it does the CEN template which makes it immediately recognisable as a Normative Document and easy to follow for anybody who is looking up a number of similar documents.

As its title infers, the new standard relates to the installation of gas pipework and equipment for flammable gases supplied to non-domestic buildings at pressures up to 5 bar. The requirements relating to the installation or maintenance of industrial process equipment, be it either an appliance or a pipe system, in an industrial premises are not included in this Standard.

There is much new in the content also. The point of delivery of gas has been defined as no longer simply the outlet of a meter or container. To allow greater flexibility in supplying buildings the point of delivery is defined as the last point of pressure control on the supply pipe.

Downstream of that point is to be regarded as part of the installation, which will have increased significance with the emergence of Construction Products Directives essential requirements.

There are for the first time, requirements which designers of pipework must follow and a requirement for the designer to issue a Conformity Declaration.

Clause 10 of this new Standard covers an area new to Irish installation standards in that it introduces requirements relating to installations in use. In keeping with the trend in EU Directives and Norms, the operator — on hand-over of a Conformity Declaration from the person commissioning the new installation — has a responsibility to ensure the installation is maintained and operated safely from then onwards.

Examples of other issues covered, for the first time in this Standard, and which were regarded as being essential to address what actually happens in the industry in Ireland, are:

(1) The use of LPG from cylinders is a common method of supplying commercial buildings, yet the location of cylinders in use had not been included in any of the previous gas standards. This issue is now addressed in a Normative Annex (Annex B ‘Gas Supply Systems’);

(2) The catering industry frequently uses refurbished equipment, which had been previously installed elsewhere. Guidance is now provided in Clause 11, ‘Appliances’ on the safety of second-hand appliances newly installed.

This brief bulletin does not set out to cover all the innovation and expertise that has gone into the preparation of this new Standard, which it is hoped, will serve the Irish gas and mechanical services industry well for many years to come. NSAI is confident that, when the industry has the opportunity to examine the content and structure, it will agree that Gas Technical Committee 2 and the GTSC have done a service to the industry, and to the furtherance of gas safety in general.
Mostra Convegno Bathroom Focus

The results for the 32nd Mostra Convegno Expocomfort, the major HVAC and sanitary installations biennial show organised by Fiera Milano International in the halls of Fiera Milano from 21 to 25 March were extremely positive. The third Servitis, the show of services for the HVAC and sanitary installation sector, was held at the same time as Mostra Convegno Expocomfort.

Mostra Convegno Expocomfort 2000 will be remembered as a historic event for a number of reasons. It marked its 40th anniversary with a record surface area of over 133,000 sq m, the Comfort & Design Prize was launched; co-generation made its debut at the show with a space specifically dedicated to it; and a completely reorganised “bathroom” sector was staged.

The new approach to the bathroom, which set out to focus on its aesthetic aspects, was one of the main themes of Mostra Convegno Expocomfort 2000.

The section of the show devoted to plumbing at previous shows was split in two, with one massive area forming the Bathroom Fitting Halls and an adjacent area being devoted to Plumbing Technology and Water Treatment.

Continuing an established tradition, Mostra Convegno Expocomfort 2000 hosted an extensive programme of conferences and seminars. Not only is it a business event, it is also a unique opportunity for professionals to improve their knowledge and deepen their understanding of current technical themes and standards.

A number of other special events added to the attractions of the show.

First among these was the “Comfort & Design Prize from Standards to Form”. This competition was organised by Mostra Convegno Expocomfort, with the sponsorship of the ADI, the Industrial Design Association. This inaugural competition was devoted to products for the bathroom that offer a perfect combination of looks, safety and quality.

There were seven winners – three from the Plumbing Technology and Water Treatment sector and four from the Bathroom Fittings sector.

The jurors noted and welcomed a widespread trend towards the creation of products with simple lines that are easy to use.

In the Plumbing and Water Treatment section the three winners were:

- Cillit-aqa total 2500: a basic, non-invasive anti-limescale device from Cillichemie Italiana srl, designed by Jurgen Johann;
- Hydromatic: linear, inconspicuous fluid flow detector from Presto Italia srl, designed by Daniel Dutheil, research and development studio;
- Helix Inline WPV: combined water meter, elegant but classic, from ABB Astra Contatori srl, designed by Ivor Rogers - Stan Southern – Alam Rushid.

In the Bathroom Fittings section the four prizes...
Creating beautiful bathrooms since 1817
Some of the futuristic bathroom designs on show at Mostra Convegno
Irish Metal Industries

Irish Metal Industries is Ireland's leading supplier of copper tube and has been for over 65 years. It supplies a wide range of copper tube which has a reputation for excellence and reliability for gas, water, and sanitary applications.

From its base in Stillorgan, Co Dublin, IMI operates a coordinated transport and distribution network to ensure efficient response and fast delivery. Technical services advice is also readily available.

IMI has the confidence to guarantee its products for 25 years. Records show that there is less than one chance in a million for a failure occurring in the products directly attributable to a manufacturing fault!

IMI copper tube is manufactured from copper to BS 6017 CU-DHP and inspected and tested in full accordance with the appropriate standards defined by EN:1057.

All appropriate standards are engraved on the tube, together with the Kitemark.

Irish Metal Industries is a subsidiary of IMI plc and can supply a complete range of copper tube for every application, including chromium-folated copper and degreased copper tube for carrying medical gases.

Contact: Conor Lennon, IMI. Tel: 01 - 295 2344; Fax: 01 - 295 2163.
Two Respected Names

One Reliable Source

TUBS & TILES
specialists in :-
- TILES.
- SHOWERS.
- BATHROOM SUITES.
- WOOD FLOORING.
- BATHROOM ACCESSORIES.
- SHOWERS.
- SHOWER ENCLOSURES.
- BATHROOM FURNITURE.

HEATMERCHANTS
specialists in :-
- RADIATORS.
- OIL & GAS BOILERS.
- COPPER & PVC PIPING.
- WASTE, SOIL & SEWER PVC PIPING.
- CYLINDERS & PUMPS.
Complete Bathrooms from Ideal Standard Armitage Shanks

Since the acquisition of Armitage Shanks by Ideal Standard in February 1999, the combined strengths of both, long-established, brands has been integrated, placing them in a position which will allow them to dominate the market. Ideal Standard Armitage Shanks now represents a single entity supplying bathroom equipment and accessories to all of Ireland under the one banner. The actual brands involved include Ideal Standard, Armitage Shanks, Sottini, Trevi, Qualitas, Royal Venton, Tantofex and Vanesta.

Typical of the many new styles coming on stream is Dominion. The strength of this new design lies in the contrast of the beautifully-streamlined curves with the clean, sharp angles and flat planes. A balance of modern symmetry with a taste for minimalism makes Dominion luxuriously simple.

Available in close-coupled or back-to-wall suite options, the Dominion style follows through to the spacious sculpted bath incorporating a fully co-ordinating bath panel. Dominion is further enhanced by a dynamic range of modern brassware providing the Ideal Standard Armitage

Mira Elite 2 Pumped Electric Shower

The Mira Elite 2 pumped electric shower, which was specially developed to overcome the problems of unreliable water pressure, has now been re-engineered to provide even better flow rates. It has undergone an aesthetic redesign to give it a contemporary look, in response to consumer preference for softer, more contoured lines.

The new Mira Elite 2, available from Modern Plant, has an improved and ultra-efficient integral pump and comes with a 9.0kW heater @ 230v — significantly increasing flow rates.

Slim, curved and stylish, the new Mira Elite 2 has clear simple graphics and easy-to-use controls. A large push-button allows the user to pre-select showering options and warning lights will indicate low flow, or if a service is required.

The new Mira Elite 2 also features Mira's patented flow valve which provides smooth temperature control as well as secure rubber mountings reducing noise levels, making it one of the quietest pumped electric showers available.

Mira is renowned for manufacturing showers with the installer in mind and following extensive research in Ireland, Mira re-designed the pumped electric shower to ensure that it is the easiest shower to install. The new Mira Elite 2 is the complete compact showering system, combining stylish looks with the most technical advanced interior on the market.

Contact: Modern Plant Ltd. Tel: 01 - 459 1344; Fax: 01 - 459 2329; email: sales@modernplant.ie

Southern Region, Tramore Road, Cork. Tel: 021 - 968755; Fax: 021 - 968807.
Irish Metal Industries supply a complete range of copper tube for hot and cold water installations, gas services, sanitation, central heating and numerous other building and engineering applications. All our tubes are manufactured to the stringent requirements of EN: 1057 and we are licensed to engrave them with the coveted Irish Standard Mark which is the registered mark of the National Standards Authority in Ireland. What's more we give a unique 25 year guarantee against manufacturing defect. So whatever your requirements you'll receive nothing but the best quality, service and reliability with copper tube from Irish Metal Industries.

**Service Line:** For orders and further information.

Telephone: (01) 295 2344/295 2137.
Fax: (01) 295 2163

Irish Metal Industries Ltd, 25 Spruce Avenue, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Heatmerchants/Tubs & Tiles: ‘Bathrooms are a Fashion Business’

We spend six days each year in the bathroom yet it remains one of the most neglected rooms in terms of style and design. No more say Heatmerchants/Tubs & Tiles.

At any of their 21 nationwide showrooms you’ll find the most up-to-the-minute designs in bathrooms with something to suit every budget and taste. Heatmerchants/Tubs & Tiles are the leading suppliers of quality bathroom suites in Ireland. Their constant effort to remain as the number one retailer of bathroom suites ensures that they sell the most stylish sanitary ware available in Ireland at value-for-money prices.

Choosing a modern-day bathroom suite, accessories and tiles is really a fashion business. The bathroom isn’t just a functional room – it says something about the people who own it. Bathrooms today are a far cry from the gaudy colours of the seventies. Simple colours such as white and pergamon are very much in vogue. What distinguishes the bathroom of the 21st century from the bathroom of yesteryear is the attention to detail in the styling of the suite. Most suites now have mouldings in various styles that allow the customer to create a luxurious bathroom.

Heatmerchants & Tubs & Tiles are the sole distributors in the Republic of Ireland for:
- Jacob Delafon (France) – Luxury sanitary ware and steel baths;
- Sphinx (Belgium) – Luxury sanitary ware;
- Imperial Bathroom Co (UK) – Traditional luxury sanitary ware;
- Spring Bathrooms (UK) – Sanitary ware;
- Lecico (Egypt) – Sanitary ware;
- Gainsborough (UK) – Shower valves;
- Gummers (UK) – Shower valves;
- Koralle (Germany) – Luxury shower enclosures;
- Daryl (UK) – Luxury shower enclosures;
- Coram (UK) – Shower enclosures;
- Airbath (UK) – Luxury massage baths;
- Trojan (UK) – Baths;
- Hydra-Spa (UK) – Whirlpools and steam generators;
- Salgar (Spain) – Bathroom furniture;
- Shades (UK) – Bathroom furniture;
- Pegler (UK) – Metal accessories;
- Ceramart (UK) – Ceramic accessories;
- Ferrara (Italy) – Mirrors;
- Nolli (Italy) – Brassware.

But the bathroom of the 21st century doesn’t just consist of the bath, basin, bidet and cistern. It encompasses the shower enclosure, fittings, accessories and furniture. The possibilities are endless at any Tubs & Tiles showrooms.
Plumbers too have also noticed the increase in the attention the bathroom now gets. Standard suites generally provided in the PC Sum for the housing development are generally upgraded.

Most Tubs & Tiles showrooms feature approximately 25 full bathroom suites, 15 ensuites, 12 working showers, 20 shower enclosures, up to 70 different types of wood flooring, as well as hundreds of wall and floor tiles. Their new flagship store at Fonthill Road, near Liffey Valley Shopping Centre, Dublin, features 100 bathroom suites and 3000 wall and floor tiles.

Highly competent and trained sales representatives are on hand in the showrooms to recommend the ideal bathroom suite and accessories for your requirements.

For those interested in sanitary ware for commercial applications, all Heatmerchants and Tubs & Tiles branches have a representative who will be able to specify the exact suite for you.

Heatmerchants/Tubs & Tiles branches are located in Athlone, Bray, Cork, Dublin, Galway, Kilkenny, Limerick, Navan, Sligo, Tralee and Waterford.

Contact: Head Office at Tel: 0902 - 24000 for further information.

Right: Arcadia hinged door from Daryl. Details from Heatmerchants/Tubs & Tiles.

---

Tight on the bends.

Multikwik connectors remain watertight and airtight in the toughest conditions. Moulded from strong flexible ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer, they’re designed to work with unfailing dedication to duty year after year after year.

A range of over eighty simple-to-fit sizes and a whole host of uniquely gripping features make life easier for installers. With certification by the British Board of Agrément, plus thirty years of experience, Multikwik is a name that spells complete confidence for Specifiers, Merchants, Contractors and Plumbers.

Be sure, be better, be a genuine Multikwik fitter. It’s the certain way to be well connected.

Contact:
MFP Sales Limited, Lucan, Co Dublin. Sales: Tel. (01) 628 0696. Fax. (01) 628 1119.
"Plastic has its uses. I use it all the time to buy copper."
Multikwik Branches Out with New Range of Adjustable Bends and Branches; Plus New Pan Connector for Flexible Solution

Leading pan connector manufacturer Multikwik has branched out with the launch of a new range of adjustable bends and branches for waste, soil and underground drainage systems.

Branded "Multiflex", the new range helps to overcome one of the main problems associated with the use of bends and branches, which is finding the right product for a specific connection when you are halfway through a job and stuck on a building site.

As a result, all "Multiflex" products are designed to provide an unprecedented level of adjustability. By incorporating special watertight swivel joints, one product is able to cover virtually all angles, making it quick and easy to effect a good connection. Better still, there's no need to carry lots of different variations, which is not only more convenient, but saves space on the shelf or in the van.

Among the products in the Multiflex range are 32mm and 40mm Waste bends that are adjustable from 00 to 900 and feature Multi-Fit seals enabling connection with all the common waste pipe sizes and types including polypropylene, ABS, MuPVC and copper.

For Soil applications there's a 110mm soil branch, which is adjustable from 450 to 900. Both are available in a choice of grey, black or white and incorporate ring seal sockets and spigots suitable for use with BS4514 soil pipes.

The range also includes adjustable bends and branches for use with underground systems. All are manufactured in orange and can be used with 110mm underground pipes to BS4660/BSEN1401. To allow for every eventualty on site, there is a choice of single or double socket underground bends, both offering 00 to 900 adjustability, and double or triple socket underground branches that can be adjusted from 450 to 900.

All Multiflex adjustable bends and branches are made from tough polypropylene with natural rubber internal seals.

Flexi Hose Connector

Although toilet pan connectors are available in a wide choice of shapes and sizes, there are many situations in which the position of the toilet pan and soil outlet makes it difficult to make a satisfactory connection between the two.

To solve the problem, Multikwik has added a new product to its market leading range of connectors. The MKF330 Flexi Hose connector consists of Multikwik's unique, easy-to-use, push-fit inlet and outlet connectors, joined by a long flexible smooth internal bore PVC hose which can be gently curved to enable a perfect connection to be made.

For complete piece of mind, the inlet and outlet connections on the Flexi Hose Connector, as with all Multikwik products, are manufactured in EVA with additional elastomeric sealing rings and are guaranteed to provide and effective watertight connection when fitted correctly.

The Multikwik MKF330 Flexi Hose Connector is suitable for connecting BS5503 pan spigots with outside diameters between 97mm-108mm to soil pipes with internal diameters between 99mm-105mm.

To find out more about the new Flexi Hose Connector and the complete range of Multikwik Connectors Contact: M.F.P. Sales Ltd. Tel: 01 628 0691/6; Fax: 01 - 628 1119.
Greg Traynor, CIBSE Chairman …

‘In My Father’s Footsteps’

It is appropriate that Greg Traynor — who has served the CIBSE, and indeed the building services sector in general, so well over the years — has assumed the role of first Chairman in the year of the new Millennium. He follows in the steps of his father, Noel, who was Chairman in 1970, and leads the way for Brian Homan, who will take on the mantle next year, following his father Seamus into the chair. What follows here is an extract from Greg’s incoming speech.

“We are now at a critical point in the development of building services engineering in Ireland. Work is plentiful and the variety of work should be an encouragement to our members to add breadth and depth to their existing knowledge. We should, collectively, add to the practice and art of building services engineering, supplementing our knowledge and expertise, expanding on our techniques and aiming to achieve the very best for our clients by innovation and application.

“One of the best ways we can do this is by CPD. Continuing Professional Development is a word we have heard a lot about over the past few years, and the discussion still goes on as to how we can best maintain our CPD.

“It is essential that we distinguish between the wood and the trees, and the forest of paper that continues to be churned out in this subject. Some say that the hours spent in reading journals should be dispensed with; others, that setting a goal for the year is more relevant than counting the hourly beans that go to make up the annual total. The important feature of CPD is to strive for self-improvement. The reading of journals is necessary, whether we gain brownie points, or not. Similarly, technical evenings, seminars and site visits all contribute to our knowledge, and just as importantly, to the discussion and dissemination of information. This stimulates further personal development and can only enhance our profession.

“My main focus, therefore, during the coming year will be to invite our younger members to participate more in the technical sessions. To this end we have lined up an interesting full-day seminar on ‘Ductwork’ in November. Another full-day seminar for ‘Lighters’ is planned for the new year on ‘Design for Lighting Installations’. I am sure that these technical sessions will present an ideal opportunity to support the recruitment drive currently being promoted at CIBSE Central council.

“Jim Curley and Brian Homan have been principally responsible for the coming visit of the CIBSE/ASHRAE Conference to Dublin, and they are to be congratulated for this. ‘20-20 Vision’ will give us a look at what might be in store for building services during the next 20 years. It is unlikely that the conference will get all the forecasts right, but the important thing for us is to make the attempt. It is only by focussing on the possibilities that we can realise future developments. I would like all members of the branch to support the committee in welcoming our guests who will be in Dublin for this occasion, especially those from the neglected parts of Europe … our colleagues in Cork, Galway and Waterford!

“We have had sterling help and cooperation from Barry Leach in Cork, Tom O’Brien in Waterford and Bill Noone in Galway over the years and I intend to enlist the help of these colleagues in promoting the development of building services in our other cities. To assist this effort, I propose that a technical evening be held at the colleges in the three centres during the coming year.

“I would like to congratulate my predecessor, Sean Ascough, on a very successful year. I would also like to commend him for his caring and altruistic year in office, and for his advice and assistance in helping to formulate what should be a stimulating programme of activities during the coming year.”
Since his appointment as Redbro Sales Manager Barry Hennessy has overseen considerable growth in the company's market share on foot of a carefully-devised sales and marketing strategy devised to meet the specific needs of the air conditioning sector. Sanyo is a brand long since associated with air conditioning in Ireland but, it is only since it became part of the Redbro portfolio that it has achieved the leading market standing it now enjoys.

Not content to rest on success to date, Barry Hennessy has commenced the next phase in the brand's development. There are various strands to the forthcoming programme, the first of which was held in Dublin's Berkeley Court Hotel recently. Approximately 40 consultants attended a day-long technical seminar and product presentation. It covered the entire Sanyo portfolio, but with special emphasis on the ECO Multi System and the new OSS 2000 building management system which is now available exclusively from Redbro.

Later that evening the guests partners joined them for a gala dinner, entertainment, dancing and late night revelry before they all retired to their complimentary suites at the hotel.
Combined heat and power, or cogeneration, is the simultaneous production of electricity and heat, whereby the heat produced in electricity generation is put to good use rather than being wasted. In conventional power generation, about 60% of the energy input is wasted in this way. By recovering the majority of this waste heat, energy savings of between 20% and 40% may be achieved.

The installation of CHP has been widely recognised as a key measure to help reduce harmful carbon dioxide emissions being released to the atmosphere while delivering the same amount of useful energy. It is estimated that for every 1 MW of CHP installed, CO2 emissions are reduced by 1250 tonnes per annum. On balance, cogeneration results in savings of up to 50% of CO2 emissions compared with conventional sources of heat and power. Reduced emissions of sulphur dioxide and particulates are further benefits.

The first gas fired CHP equipment introduced to Ireland had mixed success, primarily due to lack of local support. The Irish Energy Centre recognised this and was instrumental in ensuring the success of a joint application by Bord Gais and ESB for funding under the EU's Thermie programme for a scheme to install 10 CHP units in a variety of applications.

This momentum was continued with the Irish Energy Centre's Energy Efficiency Investment support Scheme which resulted in the installation of a further 14 small scale CHP schemes. These schemes were successful in developing a core group of reference sites throughout the country, all of which yield average simple paybacks of between 3.5 to 4 years.

In January 1993 there were 13 CHP sites in the country with installed capacity of 55 MW. Today there are over 70 units with installed capacity of 111 MW.

The Department of Public Enterprise recently published its Green Paper on Sustainable Energy. This indicates how Ireland will progress towards meeting its energy requirements in an economically and environmentally sustainable way, and lays out Ireland's policy for limiting energy-related CO2 emissions. Specifically, it mentions CHP as a useful means of reducing CO2 emissions.

The Irish Energy Centre has been given the task of advising the Government and the Commission for Electricity Regulation on the future potential for CHP in Ireland.

The Green Paper proposes that increased market research, raising of awareness, and identification and removal of market barriers are the key to maximising CHP development.

The Future for CHP

The European Commission has said recently that CHP "offers an adaptable instrument for achieving a range of EU objectives – reducing environmental impact, encouraging innovation and improving competitiveness".

Currently, 9% of both electricity and heat demand in the EU is supplied by CHP. The EU Commission has stated that it should be feasible to double the share of cogeneration in the European Union to 18% by 2010, thereby reducing CO2 emissions by 4%. Currently, Ireland has the lowest level of electricity generated from CHP, at only 2%.

An estimate of the potential for CHP in Ireland, based on known thermal loads with no power export, carried out in the early 1990s, suggested a figure of the order of 250 MW. Given the expansion of the Irish economy and subsequent growth in the industrial and commercial sectors, this figure could be at least doubled to 500 MW. EU average penetration of 13% capacity applied to Ireland would imply about 575 MW.

So, what needs to be done? All technical and economic market barriers must be addressed and minimised. Public awareness of the economic and environmental benefits of CHP needs to be raised, and clear and unambiguous targets need to be set.

The long-term future for CHP is excellent. However, there is some uncertainty in the short term due to pending electricity de-regulation and fluctuating fuel prices. The Government has recognised the benefits of CHP and has committed £4 million to the encouragement of high efficiency CHP, and is providing funds for research into the development of CHP for small commercial buildings.

The year 2000 promises to be an exciting time for the development of CHP in Ireland!